millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy we look look jane look dick see funny sally funny funny sally oh jane oh father who can come who can come and help me mini skylanders pint sized powerhouses the new mini skylanders are just as brave and determined as their big counterparts but they still have a lot to learn the story follows the minis as they train at skylanders academy with some of the best teachers in all of skylands this easy level 3 reader is perfect for younger fans of the skylanders franchise millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy go go go oh jane look and see see sally go see tim go see spot and puff go best friend to peter rabbit and lily bobtail benjamin is the funniest hungriest most loyal rabbit in the lake district young readers will love reading all about benjamin bouncer dick can play jane can play spot can play too have fun with dick and jane as you read along with this sweet and simple story millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy guess who guess who this is said jane guess who this is said sally and see the two little ones guess who dick and jane see something funny come and see spot have fun with dick and jane as you read along with this sweet and simple story blue is an alien when his spaceship lands in a backyard on earth he is determined to make friends with the boys and girls that live there but first he will have to show that he is friendly who will play with blue this level 1 reader is simple fun and rich with picture clues a celebration of political activism by america s youngest citizens our children you re never too young to care about your community or to stand up for your beliefs that s the empowering message of this book which is all about how real kids exercise their first amendment rights filled with inspiring photos of children at recent demonstrations and rallies the little book of little activists also includes inspirational quotes from kids themselves on topics of equality diversity and feminism as well as an introduction by bob bland co chair of the women s march on washington and an afterword by civil rights activist lynda blackmon lowery author of turning 15 on the road to freedom my story of the 1965 selma voting rights march five percent of gross proceeds go to benefit the children s defense fund the little book of little activists is a child s very first introduction to political activism presented at a level that they can understand and relate to perfect for parents who want to raise their kids to become participatory members of a democracy look spot look puff look and see see sally and tim millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation
of readers to enjoy jump and run sally said oh look mother can jump mother can jump and play a brand new addition for buzzbee s family buzzbee and rubee s new sibling babee is coming home and the two of them compete to have babee stay in their room this level 2 reader is perfect for young fans welcoming a new sibling into their home this guppy is not your average fish this guppy shops mops drives and plays the drums just to name a few with playful rhyming text and bright bold guppy graphics this level 1 reader is an exceptionally fun choice for both children and educators have fun at the beach in this easy reader kids will have fun seeing photographs and reading about the fish that live in the ocean sand castles on the beach and birds in the sky a level 2 reader based on the deep sea adventures of the octonauts when the gup e runs out of battery peso finds himself trapped in an ocean trench the shadowy home of a big eyed spookfish can the curious creature help the medic get back to base sally said away we go away we go in the car mother and father dick an jane sally and tim when clara and clem build a robot out of blocks they have no idea where the robot and their imaginations will take them but soon enough they are in outer space they see planets and stars aliens and mars this level 1 is beautifully simple and sweet skylanders was the 1 kids video game in 2011 it is a revolutionary new experience that allows kids to bring real world characters to life in a video game these books expand upon the skylanders world to create a unique and truly enjoyable reading experience this level 3 easy to read title features an original illustrated story set in the world of the exciting new video game skylanders giants snail snaily snails is a fun informative book perfect for young readers they re slimy they re small and they re slow some call them pests and some call them a delicacy what are they snails kids will learn all about these crawlly creatures in this fact and photo filled nonfiction reader look jane said dick here is something funny can you guess what it is welcome to puffin rock home to two young puffins oona and baba join them on their adventures from the netflix series puffin rock it s a windy day on puffin rock and mama has hurt her wing papa asks oona for her help fishing and oona can hardly contain her excitement fishing with papa will be such an adventure but fishing on a windy day can be tricky will oona be able to manage it a beautifully illustrated story based on the award winning and critically acclaimed animation hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young readers learn about hedgehogs in this fact and photo filled book that is just as cute as the animals themselves did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog is a hoglet or that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common garden pests this nonfiction reader will teach kids how to take good care of these unique creatures clara and clem are off on an adventure under the sea the two swim with dolphins hug a shark and even find buried treasure let s go
they train at skylanders academy with some of the best teachers in all of skylands this easy level 3 reader is perfect for younger fans of the skylanders franchise

Penguin Young Readers Level 1 2000 millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy go go go oh jane look and see see sally go see tim go see spot and puff go

Dick and Jane: Who Can Help? 2004-01-19 best friend to peter rabbit and lily bobtail benjamin is the funniest hungriest most loyal rabbit in the lake district young readers will love reading all about benjamin bouncer

Skylanders Academy 2015-10-13 dick can play jane can play spot can play too have fun with dick and jane as you read along with this sweet and simple story

Dick and Jane: Go, Go, Go 2003-09-15 millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy go away spot dick said down spot i cannot play down spot down go away little spot go away and play

I Am Benjamin 2015 in this beginning reader max and ruby spend the day at the beach building a sand castle they each have different ideas about what the sand castle needs but in the end both agree that max s moat was the best idea of all it saved the sand castle from being washed away

Dick and Jane: We Play 2004-01-19 millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy guess who guess who this is said jane guess who this is said sally and see the two little ones guess who

Penguin Young Readers Factsheets 2000 dick and jane see something funny come and see spot have fun with dick and jane as you read along with this sweet and simple story

Dick and Jane: Go Away, Spot 2003-09-15 blue is an alien when his spaceship lands in a backyard on earth he is determined to make friends with the boys and girls that live there but first he will have to show that he is friendly who will play with blue this level 1 reader is simple fun and rich with picture clues

Beach Day! 2011-05-12 a celebration of political activism by america s youngest citizens our children you re never too young to care about your community or to stand up for your beliefs that s the empowering message of this book which is all about how real kids exercise their first amendment rights filled with inspiring photos of children at recent demonstrations and rallies the little book of little activists also includes inspirational quotes from kids themselves on topics of equality diversity and feminism as well as an introduction by bob bland co chair of the women s march on washington and an afterword by civil rights activist lynda blackmon lowery author of turning 15 on the road to freedom my story of the 1965 selma voting rights march five percent of gross proceeds go to benefit the children s defense fund the little book of little activists is a child s very first introduction to political activism presented at a level that they can understand and relate to perfect for parents who want to raise their kids to become participatory members of a democracy

Dick and Jane: Guess Who 2003-09-15 look spot look puff look and see see sally and tim

Dick and Jane: Something Funny 2003-09-15 millions of americans remember dick and jane and sally and spot too now dick and jane and all their pals are back with revised editions of these classic readers for a whole new generation of readers to enjoy jump and run sally said oh look mother can jump mother can jump
Popular Fiction for Ages 10 Up 2010-06-01 a brand new addition for buzzbee s family buzzbee and rubee s new sibling babee is coming home and the two of them compete to have babee stay in their room this level 2 reader is perfect for young fans welcoming a new sibling into their home

All Aboard Reading 2010-06-01 this guppy is not your average fish this guppy shops mops drives and plays the drums just to name a few with playful rhyming text and bright bold guppy graphics this level 1 reader is an exceptionally fun choice for both children and educators

Board Books 2010-06-01 have fun at the beach in this easy reader kids will have fun seeing photographs and reading about the fish that live in the ocean sand castles on the beach and birds in the sky

Play with Blue 2013-03-21 a level 2 reader based on the deep sea adventures of the octonauts when the gup e runs out of battery peso finds himself trapped in an ocean trench the shadowy home of a big eyed spookfish can the curious creature help the medic get back to base

The Little Book of Little Activists 2017-09-26 sally said away we go away we go in the car mother and father dick an jane sally and tim

We See 2004-01-19 when clara and clem build a robot out of blocks they have no idea where the robot and their imaginations will take them but soon enough they are in outer space they see planets and stars aliens and mars this level 1 is beautifully simple and sweet

Dick and Jane: Jump and Run 2003-09-15 skylanders was the 1 kids video game in 2011 it is a revolutionary new experience that allows kids to bring real world characters to life in a video game these books expand upon the skylanders world to create a unique and truly enjoyable reading experience this level 3 easy to read title features an original illustrated story set in the world of the exciting new video game skylanders giants

Babee’s Room 2015-01-08 snail snaily snails is a fun informative book perfect for young readers they re slimy they re small and they re slow some call them pests and some call them a delicacy what are they snails kids will learn all about these crawlly creatures in this fact and photo filled nonfiction reader

Guppy Up! 2013-02-07 look jane said dick here is something funny can you guess what it is

Nonfiction Hardcover Picture Books 2010-06-01 welcome to puffin rock home to two young puffins oona and baba join them on their adventures from the netflix series puffin rock it s a windy day on puffin rock and mama has hurt her wing papa asks oona for her help fishing and oona can hardly contain her excitement fishing with papa will be such an adventure but fishing on a windy day can be tricky will oona be able to manage it a beautifully illustrated story based on the award winning and critically acclaimed animation

Penguin Young Readers Level 2 2011-12-11 hedge hedgey hedgehogs is a unique and adorable book perfect for young readers learn about hedgehogs in this fact and photo filled book that is just as cute as the animals themselves did you know that the name for a baby hedgehog is a hoglet or that hedgehogs make good pets because they prey on common garden pests this nonfiction reader will teach kids how to take good care of these unique creatures

At the Beach 2013

Octonauts and the Scary Spookfish 2014-09-11 clara and clem are off on an adventure under the sea the two swim with dolphins hug a shark and even find buried treasure let s go
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